We show the necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of GDD(n; 2; 4; 1, 2) with two groups and block size four in which every block intersects each group exactly twice (even GDD's) or in which every block intersects each group in one or three points (odd GDD's). We give a construction for near 3-resolvable triple systems TS(n; 3; 6) for every n ¿ 4, and these are used to provide constructions for several families of GDDs.
Introduction
A group divisible design GDD(n; m; k; 1; 2) is a collection of k-element subsets of a v-set X called blocks which satisÿes the following properties: each point of X appears in r of the b blocks; the v = nm elements of X are partitioned into m subsets (called groups) of size n each; points within the same group are called ÿrst associates of each other and appear together in 1 blocks; any two points not in the same group are second associates and appear together in 2 blocks. [10, 12] . We do not include b and r in the notation because they can be calculated from the parameters given.
Designs of the type discussed here have been called both GDDs and group divisible PBIBDs (partially balanced incomplete block designs). In [10] GDD refers exclusively to the case when 1 = 0, and if 1 = 0, then PBIBD is used [12] . PBIBDs were introduced as generalizations of BIBDs (balanced incomplete block designs). BIBDs are universally optimal, but the optimality of PBIBDs with two groups is established in [2] , and extensive tables are to be found in [3] . PBIBDs are used in plant breeding work [9] and in group testing [4] . See also Chapter 11 of [11] for material on two-class PBIBDs, and see [12] for extensive cross-connections and an introduction to other types of PBIBDs.
In [7] the authors there settled the existence problem for group divisible designs with ÿrst and second associates with block size k = 3 and with m groups each of size n with m, n ¿ 3. The problem of necessary and su cient conditions for m = 2 or n = 2, and block size 3, was established in [6] . The purpose of this note is to begin to establish similar results for block size 4, and for this note, we concentrate on m = 2, v = 2n and k = 4 throughout. In a transversal design, each block intersects each group exactly once. In Sections 3 and 4 we consider designs which may also be considered as generalizations of transversal designs since every block will intersect every group at least once.
Let N denote the {0; 1}-incidence matrix for some design X = GDD(n; 2; 4; 1; 2). The rows of N are indexed by the points and the columns are indexed by the blocks. The number 1 (respectively, 0) appears in position i − j if point i appears (respectively, does not appear) in block j. There are four 1's in each column as the block size is 4. By considering Table 1  Spectrum of GDDs with 2 groups and block size 4   2  1   0 mod 3  1 mod 3  2 mod 3 0 mod 6 any n n ≡ 1(mod 3) n ≡ 1(mod 3) 1 mod 6 n ≡ 0(mod 6) n ≡ 2(mod6) impossible 2 mod 6 n ≡ 0(mod 3) impossible n ≡ 2(mod 3) 3 mod 6 n even n ≡ 4(mod 6) n ≡ 4(mod 6) 4 mod 6 n ≡ 0(mod 3) n ≡ 2(mod 3) impossible 5 mod 6 n ≡ 0(mod 6) impossible n ≡ 2(mod 6) those columns of the incidence matrix for which there is a one in, say, the ÿrst row, we obtain 1(n − 1) + n 2 = 3r. Necessarily, then,
By considering the total number of ones in the incidence matrix for the design, we are led to 2n( 1(n − 1) + n 2)=3 =4b. From this
These two necessary conditions on b and r determine possibilities for the parameter n and the indices 1 and 2 which are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 does not give the whole story, however. There are (at least) two other necessary conditions: Theorem 1. Suppose GDD(n; 2; 4; 1; 2) exists. Then
Proof. For part (a), consider the set of blocks containing points x and y. There are r blocks containing x and r − i blocks which contain y and do not contain x. So there are at least 2r − i blocks. For part b, let s be the number of blocks with 4 points from the same group, t the number of blocks from with 3 points from one group and the 4th from the other group, and let u denote the number of blocks with 2 points from each group. Counting the contribution of these blocks towards the number of pairs of points from the same group in blocks together gives: 6s + 3t + 2u = 2 1 n 2 = n(n − 1) 1. Counting the pairs of points from di erent groups gives 3t + 4u = n Condition (b) shows that while 2 ¿ 1 is possible, we always have 2 ¡ 2 1. The inequality in (b) is sharp since the extreme bounds for 2 are achieved by the designs in Section 3 in which all blocks are of the type that have two points from each group. On the other hand, for example, we can apply the theorem to assert that: Theorem 2. The family GDD(n; 2; 4; s; 2st) does not exist for any integers s, t ¿ 0.
We note that rn = 2b is the number of ones in N corresponding to all points in one group. Thus, on average, and not surprisingly, each block must contain two points from each group. Such designs in which each block intersects each group in two points are the most important type statistically and we examine such GDDs in Section 3; we prove the necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of these designs.
Having two points from each group per block is not necessary, however. Let D denote the design with two groups {1; 2; 3} and {4; 5; 6} and with blocks {1; 2; 3; 4}, {1; 2; 3; 5}, {1; 2; 3; 6}, {4; 5; 6; 1}, {4; 5; 6; 2}, and {4; 5; 6; 3}. Here 1 =3 and 2 = 2. There are many families of designs of this type in which each block has 3 elements from one group and the Table 2 The incidence matrix of a GDD of mixed type
4th from the other group. A trivial family can be obtained using all possible 3-element subsets. Then, 1 = n(n − 2) and 2 = (n − 1)(n − 2). With these values for the indices, we calculate for these groups that b = 2n n 3
. We examine nontrivial families of GDDs of similar type in Section 4, and we show the necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of all GDD with 2 groups which intersect each block in exactly 1 or 3 points. Several families of the designs in Section 4 are constructed using near -resolvable triple systems and in Section 2 we develop two contructions for this purpose.
Also possible are various mixed types of GDDs which we do not consider here. However, we present an example given by the incidence matrix in Table 2 , and a generalization of it is in Theorem 3. I4 is the 4-by-4 identity matrix. J4 is the 4-by-4 matrix of all ones. The P's are permutation matrices such that J4 = I4 + P1 + P2 + P3. O is a matrix of all zeroes. The ÿrst four rows correspond to elements in Group A and the second set of four rows correspond to elements in Group B. The parameters are v = 8, b = 24, r = 12, k = 4, 1 = 8, and 2 = 3.
Theorem 3. There exists GDD(n; 2; n; n(n − 2); n − 1).
Proof. For any n we have Jn = In + P1 + · · · + Pn−1.
Resolvable and near resolvable designs
A BIBD or other design is -resolvable if its blocks can be put into resolution classes or parallel classes in which each point occurs times. A design is near -resolvable if its blocks can be put into classes so that each class fails to contain exactly one point but contains each other point exactly times. When = 1, the design is just resolvable or near resolvable. We use the design A in Table 3 to illustrate these ideas.
We construct Y1 = TS(6; 3; 6) from the blocks of three copies of A. There are six near-resolution classes for Y1 which we denote X1; : : : ; X6. X1 contains a copy of the ÿve blocks of A which do not contain point 1. Similarly, Xi contains a copy of the ÿve blocks of X not containing point i for i = 1; : : : ; 6. There are just enough blocks in the right classesthe three copies of block {1; 4; 6} for example appear in classes X2; X3, and X5, but not in classes X1; X4, or X6. A check shows Xi contains 3 copies of each point except i, for i = 1; : : : ; 6, and so the design Y1 is near 3-resolvable.
We will use near resolvable BIBDs to construct certain families of GDDs in Section 4, and so we digress in this section to present two general constructions of near 3-resolvable BIBDs.
A latin square is an n-by-n array of n elements arranged so that every element appears once in each row and once in each column. A latin square is equivalent to the multiplication table of a quasigroup, and we will refer to the i − j entry as i • j. Two latin squares of the same order on sets S and T are orthogonal if every element in S × T occurs exactly once among the n 2 pairs (sij, tij), 1 6 i; j 6 n. A latin square is self-orthogonal if it is orthogonal to its transpose.
Theorem 4.
There exists a near 3-resolvable triple system TS(n; 3; 6) for every n ¿ 4.
Proof. For n = 4, the TS(4, 3, 2) is near resolvable, and so three copies of it give the desired design. If n = 6, the design is given just above-three copies of the design in Table 3 . For all other n, we construct a near 3-resolvable X = TS(n; 3; 6) on the points N = {1; 2; : : : ; n} as follows. First, we use L, an n-by-n idempotent (i • i = i) self-orthogonal latin square (SOLS). Such an L exists for all n = 2, 3, 6. [13] . The blocks of X are the sets {{a; b; a • b}: a = b}. Since equations Table 3 The blocks for A = TS(6; 3; 2) 
Consider the set of blocks {a; b; a • b} in Rx. Since x occurs once in every row and column, the pairs {a; b} in those blocks (with a = b) cover the points in N \{x} exactly twice. The corresponding set of points a • b covers this set exactly once more. To see this, suppose {i1; j1; i1 • j1} and {i2; j2; i2 • j2} are blocks in Rx. Now superimpose L and its transpose. At the j1; i1 location we have the pair (x; i1 • j1) and at the j2; i2 location we have the pair (x; i2 • j2), but by orthogonality, these are di erent pairs. Hence, i1 • j1 = i2 • j2 and thus the points N \{x} appear exactly three times each in Rx, and X is near 3-resolvable. Suppose n ≡ 0; 1(mod 4). Then there exists X = BIBD(n; 4; 3). We deÿne blocks for a near 3-resolvable triple system Y using each block {a; b; c; d} of X as follows: we deÿne blocks {a; b; c}, {a; b; d}, {a; c; d} and {b; c; d}, and we create near-parallel class Xa by placing {b; c; d} in Xa. Similarly, we place {a; c; d} in X b , {a; b; d} in Xc, and {a; b; c} in X d . Since the index for X is 3, the index for Y will be 6, and each point except a will appear in Xa three times. We used parameters in this construction which are of interest in the present paper, but a quite general result is also true. Proof. Let B be any block of X1 containing say, point x. Use B as the point set for a copy, say B, of X2. We wish to put all the blocks of B not containing point x into the class Bx. Each of these blocks of B fails to contain j − k points including x, and so we need j − k copies of B. Each point of B appears in r-blocks not containing x. When we do this for each block of X1, the classes Bx become the near-resolution classes for Y . The rest is clear. Of course parts (a) and (b) of Corollary also follow from Theorem 4, but the other applications are new.
Semi-regular GDDs
In this section each block intersects each of the two groups in two points. We refer to these designs as even GDDs. The designs in Section 4 are called odd GDDs. A GDD with m groups is called semi-regular if every block has k=m points from each group; equivalently, r ¿ 1 and rk = v 2. It is straightforward to check that even GDDs are semi-regular and that odd GDDs in Section 4 are regular (r ¿ 1 and rk ¿ v 2).
Let T denote the (trivial) design which has two groups {1; 2} and {3; 4}, only one block {1; 2; 3; 4}, and for which 1 = 2 = 1. This design is the smallest example for many families of designs which are of interest here, but it will usually be ignored in general when looking for a "smallest" example of a particular type. We point out that a GDD is a BIBD when 1 = 2.
For even GDDs, since each block has one pair from the ÿrst group, the number of blocks is b = 1 n 2
. This can be combined with the expression for b above and there results 2 = 2 1(n − 1)=n: We illustrate with the smallest possible nontrivial example, for v = 6 and n = 3. Let A = {1; 2; 3} and B = {4; 5; 6} be the groups. The blocks are {1; 2; 4; 5}, {1; 2; 4; 6}, {1; 2; 5; 6}, {1; 3; 4; 5}, {1; 3; 4; 6}, {1; 3; 5; 6}, {2; 3; 4; 5}, {2; 3; 4; 6}, {2; 3; 5; 6}. Each pair from group A comes in a block with each pair from group B. Here 1 = 3 and 2 = 4. In a family of designs corrresponding to this example, every pair of A is matched with every pair of B. Hence, 1 = n(n − 1)=2 and 2 = (n − 1) 2 . There are no conditions on n except n ¿ 2. However, these indices are rather large. How small can the indices be? The general relation above between the indices for all even designs tells us that 2 is a multiple of n − 1. We wish to see if 2 = n − 1 is possible. For this minimal possible 2, we have 1 = n=2. Thus, for this minimal case, n must be even. If n is odd, the minimal case is 1 = n and 2 = 2(n − 1).
Here is an example with n = 4, 1 = 2, and 2 = 3. The groups are {1; 2; 3; 4} and {5; 6; 7; 8}. The blocks are {1; 2; 5; 6}, {1; 2; 7; 8}, {3; 4; 5; 6}, {3; 4; 7; 8}, {1; 3; 5; 7}, {1; 3; 6; 8}, {2; 4; 5; 7}, {2; 4; 6; 8}, {1; 4; 5; 8}, {1; 4; 6; 7}, {2; 3; 5; 8}, {2; 3; 6; 7}. There is a family of designs of which this is the smallest. For each design in this family, n is even, and we make use of the fact that for even n there exists a one-factorization of Kn, the complete graph on n vertices, into n − 1 one-factors. Let A and B denote the two groups and regard their points as vertices on two copies of Kn, and let Ai and Bi; i = 1; : : : ; n − 1, denote the corresponding one-factors. Put each pair of points in Ai into a block with each pair from Bi, for i = 1; : : : ; n − 1. Note n=2 copies of Ai and Bi will be used here. Any pair of points {a1; a2} from A will appear together in one Ai and be in n=2 blocks since there are n=2 pairs from Bi. Like wise, for any pair {b1; b2} from B. Thus, we use n=2 copies of each one-factorization. Note any point a1 from A will appear with any b1 from B exactly n − 1 times since there are n − 1 one factors. It follows that, for designs in this family, 1 = n=2 and 2 = (n − 1).
When n is odd, the complete graph Kn has a decomposition into (n − 1)=2 two-factors in which each point appears twice. Using n-copies of each two-factorization and the previous construction, we get an even design with 1 = n and 2 = 2(n − 1). We have shown the minimal GDD of this type exists, and for larger indices, one may take multiples of the minimal design according to whether n is odd or even. This proves:
Theorem 7. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of any even (i.e., semi-regular) GDD(n; 2; 4; 1; 2).
Odd GDDs
In this section we consider two-group GDDs in which each group intersects each block in 1 or 3 points. For convenience, we say such designs are odd GDDs. These designs are regular GDDs. The family of odd designs mentioned in Section 1 is the family {Fn = GDD(n; 2; 4; 1 = n(n − 2), 2 = (n − 1)(n − 2)): n ¿ 3}.
In general, for any odd design, there are It follows that n| 1 and (n − 1)| 2. Thus, if 1 = tn, then 2 = t(n − 1) for the same t, and we point out that 1 ¿ n and 2 ¿ n − 1.
Theorem 8. For any odd GDD(n; 2; 4; tn; t(n − 1)), n ≡ 0; 1(mod 3) or t ≡ 0(mod 3).
Proof. The replication number r satisÿes 1(n − 1) + n 2 = 3r. Hence, for odd designs, 3r = tn(n − 1) + tn(n − 1) = 2tn(n − 1): It follows that; necessarily; n ≡ 0; 1(mod 3) or t ≡ 0(mod 3): Theorem 8 implies that when n ≡ 0; 1(mod 3), then the minimum possible 1 and 2 are n and n−1, respectively. When n ≡ 2(mod 3), then the least possible indices are 3n and 3(n − 1). We will construct odd GDDs with these minimum parameters and higher values of indices may be obtained by taking multiples of the minimum designs.
There is an intimate connection between odd GDD and Steiner triple systems (STS). Suppose X is any odd GDD with groups A and B. Consider the blocks of X which intersect A in 3 points. If we remove the point not in A from each of these blocks, the remaining 3-element subsets of X are exactly the blocks of a triple system TS(n; 3; 1) on the points of A. It follows from this that 1 = n is possible for an odd GDD only for n ≡ 0; 1(mod 3) [5] , and this gives part of Theorem 8 another way.
There is a natural way to construct odd GDDs not in the family Fn. Let D denote a copy of the (Steiner) triple system TS(n; 3; 1) for n ≡ 1; 3(mod 6). Let E denote another copy but with di erent names of elements. We think of the points Table 4  GDD(4, 2 of D and E as the two groups of G, a new GDD to be formed from n-copies of D and of E. Put every point e of E into the blocks of a copy of D, and vice-versa. Every block will have exactly one or three points from each of the two groups. Further, 1 = n (the least possible value of 1) since we used n-copies of the TS on A. Also, 2 = n − 1 since the replication number of points of such a triple system is r = (n − 1)=2. Since the existence of an STS requires n ≡ 1; 3(mod 6), we have the following result.
Theorem 9. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of an odd GDD(n; 2; 4; n; n − 1) when n ≡ 1; 3(mod 6).
The above conditions can be generalized for other k and n. For example, let each of A and B be triple systems with the same parameters, (n; 3; ), but with di erent names for points. Necessarily, for each, r = (n − 1)=2. Take n copies of each TS and use the 3-element blocks of one copy with each point of the other design to make 4-element blocks for a GDD(n; 2; 4; 1 = n , 2 = (n − 1) ). In general, we have: Theorem 10. Suppose X = BIBD(n; k; ) is any BIBD. Then there exists Y = GDD(n; 2; k + 1; n; 2 (n − 1)=(k − 1)) in which each group intersects each block exactly once or exactly k times.
Designs constructed in this way for k = 3 are not the only odd designs, however, as is shown by the following example. Here is an example of an odd GDD design with n = 4, 1 = n, and 2 = n − 1.
Each column in Table 4 is a block of a GDD(4, 2, 4; 4, 3). The ÿrst 3-by-4 submatrix of each segment is a cyclically generated triple system TS(4, 3, 2). The ÿrst two are based on the points {1; 2; 3; 4} and the second two on the points {5; 6; 7; 8}. Note n ≡ 4(mod 6).
Theorem 11. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of odd GDD(n; 2; 4; n; n − 1) when n ≡ 4(mod 6).
Proof. We may assume n ¿ 4 in view of the previous example. Suppose n ≡ 4(mod 6). We will show that there is an odd GDD(n; 2; 4; n; n − 1). For these n, there is a near-resolvable or almost resolvable TS(n; 3; 2) whose blocks can be put into n classes such that each class contains n − 1 of the points exactly once [1] . We suppose that we have two copies of such a design, one based on the points A = {1; 2; : : : ; n} and one based on the points B = {n + 1; n + 2; : : : ; 2n}. We partition the blocks based on A into classes Xi; i = 1; : : : ; n such that class Xi fails to contain point i but contains every other point exactly once. We partition the blocks based on B similarly into classes Yn+i for 1 6 i 6 n. We place point n + i from B into the blocks of n=2 copies of Xi, for 1 6 i 6 n. We place point i into ( n 2 − 3)-copies of Yn+i for 1 6 i 6 n. We note that points i and n + j (i = j) are in n=2 + n=2 − 3 = n − 3 blocks so far. Suppose {n + i; n + j; n + k} is one of the blocks in one of the remaining 3 copies of the TS based on Y . There are 3 copies of this block left and we put each of i, j, and k from A into one of them, and we do this for all remaining triples of blocks. This puts i and n + j (i = j) into two more blocks (for a total of n − 1 blocks) since the index is 2 for the TS. It puts i and n + i into n − 1 blocks since the replication number for the TS is n − 1. Thus 2 = n − 1. Note 1 = n since we used n=2 copies of each TS of index 2. This constructs an odd GDD (n; 2; 4; n; n − 1).
Theorem 12. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of odd GDD (n; 2; 4; 3n; 3(n − 1)) when n ≡ 5(mod 6).
Proof. We suppose n ≡ 5(mod 6). We construct an odd GDD (n; 2; 4; 3n; 3(n − 1)) using any design A = TS(n; 3; 3) based on points {1; 2; : : : ; n} and B = TS(n; 3; 3) based on points {b1; b2; : : : ; bn}. Use n-copies of A, and augment each block of the ith copy with bi for i = 1; : : : ; n. Do the same for n copies of B. The result follows by Theorem 10. Now let us recall the design A in Table 3 . Let B = TS(6; 3; 2) be based on the points {a1; : : : ; a6} and be isomorphic to A. From three copies of B we get Y2 which is isomorphic to Y1 based on 3 copies of A with the obvious correspondence of points. We partition the blocks of Y2 di erently, however, not into resolution classes but into classes Xa 1 ; : : : ; Xa 6 , deÿned as follows. Put one of the three copies of any block into each of the three classes with the same subscript as the points of the block. Now we construct the odd design Y = GDD(6; 2; 4; 6; 5) so that the point sets Y1 and Y2 are the two groups. We augment each block of Xi with point ai and each point of Xa i with i. This constructs Y . By taking multiples of Y , we see:
Theorem 13. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of odd GDD(6; 2; 4; 6t; 5t) for all t ¿ 1.
Theorem 14. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of odd GDD(n; 2; 4; n; n − 1) for n ≡ 0(mod 6).
Proof. Say n = 6t. In view of Theorem 13, we may assume t ¿ 1. We construct X = GDD(6t; 2; 4; 6t; 6t − 1). Let Y1 and Y2 denote two copies of a near 3-resolvable Y = TS(n; 3; 6) based on the points {1; 2; : : : ; n} and {b1; b2; : : : ; bn}, respectively. We use the blocks of t copies of Y1, (t − 1)-copies of Y2, and three copies of X = TS(6t; 3; 2) based on the points of Y2. Using these blocks, it will follow that 1 = n = 6t. Let Ai; 1 6 i 6 n, be the class of blocks of Y1 which does not contain i. Put point bi into the blocks of t-copies of Ai. Then bi meets j; i = j, 3t-times, and bi will not meet i from this source. Put j into (t − 1)-copies of the corresponding class for Y2 which misses point bj. So, bi and j ( = i) meet 3t − 3 times from this source. There remain 3 copies of X . Put points i, j, and k once each into a copy of block {bi; bj; b k }. Since the index for X is two, i and bi appear 2(n − 1)=2 = n − 1 times together. Since bi and bj meet twice in X , bi and j will meet twice more. Hence, 2 = n − 1.
Example 15. We construct an odd design D = GDD(8; 2; 4; 24; 21) and note the indices are minimal. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8, let Xi denote a TS(7, 3, 1) based on the points {1; 2; : : : ; 8}\{i} and let Yi denote a TS(7, 3, 1} based on the points {b1; b2; : : : ; b8}\{bi}. For i = j the pair (i; j) occurs in a block 6 times in X1 to X8. We use 4 copies of each Xi and Yi (and so 1 = 3n = 24). For i = 1; : : : ; 8, augment each block of Xi with point bi. Then bi comes with j ( = i) 12 times, 3 times in each of the 4 copies. Put i into the blocks of one copy of Yi. Then bi comes with j ( = i) 3 more times. There remain three copies of each Yi. For three copies of block {bi; bj; b k }, put each of i, j, and k into one of them. In one or another of these copies of Y1; : : : ; Y8, points bi and bj will meet six times. So bi comes with j in blocks six more times for a total of 21. For i and bi, the replication number r of bi in one copy of Y1; : : : ; Y8-a TS (8, 3, 6) , is r = 6(8 − 1)=2 = 21. So 2 = 21.
The general case for n ≡ 2(mod 6) requires a di erent argument, however, which applies Theorem 5.
Theorem 16. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of odd GDD for n ≡ 2(mod; 6).
Proof. We construct an odd GDD (n; 2; 4; 3n; 3(n − 1)). Let Y1 and Y2 denote two copies of a near 3-resolvable TS(n; 3; 6) based on the points {1; 2; : : : ; n} and {b1; b2; : : : ; bn}, respectively. Say n = 2 + 6t; we use the blocks of (3t + 1)-copies of Y1 and (3t + 1)-copies of Y2. It follows that 1 = 3n. Let Ai, 1 6 i 6 n, be the class of blocks of Y1 which does not contain i. Put point bi into the blocks of (3t + 1)-copies of Ai. Then bi meets j; i = j, (9t + 3)-times, and bi will not meet i from this source. Put j into (3t − 2)-copies of the corresponding class for Y2 which misses point bj. So, bi and j( = i) meet (9t − 6) times from this source. There remain 3 copies of Y2. Put points i, j, and k once each into a copy of block {bi; bj; b k }. Since the index for Y2 is six, its replication number is 18t + 3, and so i and bi appear 18t + 3 = 3(n − 1) times together. Since bi and bj meet six times in Y2, bi and j will meet six times more, a total of 9t + 3 + 9t − 6 + 6 = 18t + 3 = 3(n − 1) times.
The theorems of this section, taken together, prove the following:
Theorem 17. The necessary conditions are su cient for the existence of all regular GDD(n; 2; 4; 1; 2) in which each block intersects each group in exactly 1 or 3 points.
